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Sligo Volunteer Centre has been serving the local community since 2007. The

primary role of Sligo Volunteer Centre is to promote and support volunteering in

Sligo City and County. We do this by offering equal opportunity and support to

all sections of the community to participate in meaningful voluntary activity. We

support best practice principles in volunteer management by organisations who

involve volunteers. Sligo Volunteer Centre also provides training, coaching and

advice to potential and active volunteers as well as volunteer involving

organisations. We promote good governance amongst the community and

voluntary sector in Sligo. We offer a Garda Vetting Service to not for profit

organisations who have no route through which to obtain vetting.

 

We are proud to work with a diverse range of people on their volunteering

journey, promoting the benefits that volunteering can bring. Our work with

volunteer involving organisations supports them to network, to learn from each

other and to make the most of their volunteering programmes. 

We value collaboration and connecting within the community and recognise the

strength in working with other key agencies. We enjoy collaborative

relationships with Sligo County Council, Sligo PPN and Sligo LEADER Partnership

to name but a few. 

Our experienced staff strives to ensure that engagements and interactions with

our service are professional, positive and helpful. 

Sligo Volunteer Centre are delighted to be part of a vibrant Not for Profit

community. 
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The past year was extraordinary for our society including for Sligo Volunteer Centre

and for those we provide services to. Through 2020 the Covid 19 pandemic brought

personal tragedy and extreme financial strain into many of our families, workplaces

and communities. Working out how to respond to the needs of Volunteer Involving

Organisations in Sligo in the context of having to close our office in March 2020 has

been a huge challenge. 

Our team rose to this as individuals for example helping to resolve the medical travel

needs of vulnerable adults to our involvement with structured emergency response to

the pandemic. While our ability to circulate was reduced our influence and appetite

for work did not slacken. It is Ciara, Riona and Olivia’s work which continues to make

us relevant and valuable in our community. Like many others we adapted our

procedures at operating and board level. We continued to provide our services to

VIOs including virtual volunteer manager briefings and a series of informal talks from

subject matter experts. There was even a TV slot in September highlighting the

importance of volunteering. 

After several years in accommodation provided by Sligo County Council we moved

to a new office on JFK Parade. The Board of Trustees is extremely grateful to Sligo

County Council for both the previous accommodation and the help provided in

relocating our operation. 

In 2020 Sligo Volunteer Centre continued to influence at a regional and national

level. This includes the team's ongoing support of the Leitrim Volunteer Centre and

our shaping of the National Volunteering Strategy adopted in December but a work

in progress from January 2020. We continued to update our governance procedures

in line with our mission, which is to promote good governance in the charity and

voluntary sector. 

On behalf of the Board, I would like to extend our sincere best wishes to Sean Forde

and Mary Hennigan both of whom are retiring as Trustees. Sean has maintained 

a connection between the Volunteer Centre and the Samaritans since 2008. 

Chairperson's report
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Sean, I extend thanks from all of us for your dedicated and always considerate

service to the organisation. Mary is also leaving the Board after three years making

positive contributions to our governance and operations. I extend our thanks and

wish you good fortune in the Roscommon Volunteer Centre. 

In 2020 we were joined by three new Trustees. I am delighted to welcome Susan

Heffernan who is a marketing and tourism expert with a long track record in local

and regional business mentoring. Already her influence is visible in our emerging

marketing plans. Val Robus an inspirational local artist and social media expert

whose attitude to community action is a model for us. We are joined by Vicky Sfeir a

lawyer with huge experience in the social media sector whose advice since she

joined the board has been of real value. The organisation greatly benefits from the

skills and perspectives of these new Trustees and we are very fortunate to have

them.  

We ended 2020 in a strong financial position. This is down to our Manager

supported by the Treasurer and Vice Treasurer. We don’t know what 2021 will bring

in terms of finances. We are in a good position including having provided for staff

salary structures in line with national best practice. Whatever comes in 2021 Sligo

Volunteer Centre has a solid financial foundation to provide high quality support to

volunteers and the not-for-profit community in Sligo. 

As this term as Chair ends I say a heartfelt thank you to my fellow Trustees and the

staff of the Centre for your positive attitudes and support. I will ensure that the

incoming Chair has the benefit of this experience and I pledge to support them in

carrying out the role.  

Finally, I would like to pay tribute to the other officer 

holders on the Board. Much of the oversight and 

guidance for the organisation goes unnoticed but 

maybe for that reason it is so fulfilling. 

Gavin Forkan, Chair of Board of Trustees. 

13th May 2021
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2020 was certainly a challenging year as we grappled with the evolving COVID

19 situation. The challenges were at a team level - as we adapted to working

remotely - and then the wider challenge of the shifting sands of the society

around us. 

However, despite all that was thrown at us - it managed to be a very successful

and impactful year. I am immensely proud of the staff team who adapted

quickly, committed themselves to continuing the service despite all the

challenges of being remote from each other, and did so with good spirits and

cheer. It was difficult at times facing the unknown, both personally and

professionally. It was hard to plan and to look to the future. I think we adopted

the attitude of not looking too far ahead and dealing with the here and now. 

I am also privileged to have had the support of the Board of Trustees, who

despite having to grapple with their own personal and professional situations,

still found the time to support the community, the Volunteer Centre and the

staff of the Centre. The Trustees made themselves available to me as a

sounding board to the ever evolving things that came our way, and also got

stuck into practical roles when needed - like assisting with Garda Vetting. 

The support of my colleagues around the Country in the network of Volunteer

Centres and Volunteer Ireland was hugely important too. We shared ideas,

resources, templates, frustrations and successes. In true Irish spirit, the best to

come out of the pandemic was indeed the spirit of working together. 

Manager's report
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It was obvious too that the willingness to get stuck in extended into the wider

community, with March 2020 seeing unprecedented numbers of the general

public contacting us to see how they could assist in their community during the

pandemic. So many individuals, volunteers and frontline volunteer groups gave

so much to their community over this time. It was truly inspirational to see. 

As we got a little pause for breath in October 2020, we moved office. We had

been on the look out for a more central location for a while and we are

delighted to have moved to 5 JFK Parade. Right on the river and easily

accessible from Sligo Town Centre. We just look forward to being able to

operate properly from there in the coming months. 

Finally, towards the end of the year - we had cause to celebrate. the

Department of Rural and Community Development launched the first ever

National Volunteering Strategy. Our team had been involved in leading local

consultations and I personally was representing Connaught/Ulster on the

National Advisory team to the Volunteer Centre representative. We very much

look forward to being part of the roll out of the Strategy over the next few

years. 

Ciara Herity

Manager - Sligo Volunteer Centre

SECTION 1: OUR STORY
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SECTION 2: STRUCTURE,
GOVERNANCE &
MANAGEMENT

Sligo Volunteer Centre is a Company Limited by Guarantee. We are a

registered Charity and are compliant and up to date with the Charities

Regulator reporting. We receive core funding from the Department of Rural and

Community Development and Sligo County Council. Although we are an

independent company, we are affiliated to Volunteer Ireland and the network

of 29 Volunteer Centres around Ireland.

Legal Structure

Mr. Gavin Forkin (Chairperson)

Ms. Kathya O’Neill (Company Secretary)

Ms. Sinead Barrins (Vice Chairperson)

Cllr Donál Gilroy (Treasurer)

Ms. Aisling Smyth

Mr. Sean Forde

Ms. Mary Hennigan

Ms. Sarah Murphy

Ms. Val Robus

Ms. Susan Heffernan

Ms. Vicky Sfeir

We are governed by a committed Board of Trustees. The role of the Trustees is

to guide the strategic direction of the organisation, to ensure that the

organisation meets its legal and financial obligations and to oversee the

management and staff of the organisation. 

Our last AGM was held on 18th June 2020. 

Our Trustees are:

Charity Trustees
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SECTION 2: STRUCTURE,
GOVERNANCE &
MANAGEMENT

Sligo Volunteer Centre strives to nurture a culture of Good Governance in our

organisation. We were delighted to achieve compliance with the Charities

Governance Code in October 2020. The Board of Trustees committed a lot of

time to ensuring that this was achieved. We also recognise that maintaining

compliance and indeed exceeding the bar set, takes an ongoing commitment. 

One of the big pieces of work that was undertaken in order to enhance

compliance standards was to review and update the organisation's

Constitution. This process began at the end of 2019, and after a series of

revisions the new constitution was adopted in November 2020 and submitted to

the Charities Regulator. Our new Constitution updated our Mission and

Objectives, our Membership and term limits for Trustees. 

Sligo Volunteer Centre also adheres to the National Quality Standards process

administered by Volunteer Ireland every 4 years. 2020 was a review year. Sligo

Volunteer Centre achieved their Quality Standard as part of this process. 

Governance Standards

Sligo Volunteer Centre was established in 2007 with one staff member. The

centre now employs 4 Part- time staff – A Manager and 3 x Volunteer

Development Officers. The Centre Team also includes volunteers who support

activities. In 2020, through a temporary funding stream, we were able to

employ a dedicated Communications Support person for 7 months to ensure our

online profile was maximized at a time when everything was operating online. 

Staff & Volunteers
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Ciara Herity, Manager: Ciara has been the Manager since the service began in

2007. Ciara is responsible for the day to day management of Sligo Volunteer

Centre. Ciara works closely with the Trustees to ensure the delivery of the

operational plan and to support processes like the Charities Regulator compliance

and development of the Strategic Plan. Ciara represents the Centre and relevant

local and national networks and during 2020 has acted as Connaught/Ulster

representative on the National Volunteering Strategy internal advisory group and

the National Executive group of Volunteer Centres and Volunteer Ireland. 

Riona Rochford, Volunteer Development Officer: Riona has been a valued

member of the team since 2010. Riona provides hands on support to potential

volunteers, and also mentors Volunteer Involving Organisations in the Sligo Town,

Tubbercurry, Ballymote and North Sligo areas. As part of the Volunteer

Development Team, Riona delivers Information Sessions to potential volunteers,

facilitates networking sessions and delivers Training in Volunteer Leadership

topics. Riona looks after the social media and marketing elements of the Centre,

curating the social media accounts. Riona also represents the Centre on a

variety of national working groups and forums. 

Olivia Byrne, Volunteer Development Officer & Garda Vetting Officer: Olivia

has been a valued member of the team since 2016. Olivia has had a variety of roles

within the Centre, and is currently a Volunteer Development Officer providing

hands on support to potential volunteers and mentoring Volunteer Involving

Organisations in Sligo Town and the West Sligo Area. As part of the Volunteer

Development Team, Olivia delivers Information Sessions to potential volunteers,

facilitates networking sessions and delivers Training in Volunteer Leadership topics.

Olivia is the Garda Vetting Officer for Sligo Volunteer Centre. She trains new

Designated Vetting Officers in our affiliate organisations, processes all the Garda

Vetting applications and is the go to person for all Garda Vetting queries. Olivia

also represents the Centre on a variety of national working groups and forums.

9

Staff Profiles 
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Paula Naughton, Volunteer Development Officer: Paula has been a valued

member of the team since 2008. Paula is currently on extended leave from

the Centre. 

Danielle Nicholson, Communications Support: We engaged Danielle as

Communication Support between April 2020-September 2020. Danielle’s role

involved maintaining our Social media profiles and our website over this period.

She also rolled out the communications on National Volunteering Week. 

James Lawlor, Finance Admin volunteer: James was originally involved in the Centre on a TúS

Scheme. When his scheme ended in March 2020, James remained on as a volunteer assisting with

the Financial Admin. 

Jennifer Muldoon: Jennifer was our Liaison Officer with Globe house - the Refugee and

Asylum centre. Jennifer's role involved a fortnightly clinic in Globe House for residents to come

along and chat about up to date opportunities to volunteer. Unfortunately this programme is

currently ceased due to COVID 19 restrictions. 

Dermott Kirwan: Dermot began volunteering with us in February 2020 to explore the feasibility of

an Events Volunteer Programme in Sligo. Unfortunately, this was also paused due to COVID 19

restrictions. 

Louise Ladd, Graphic Design: We were delighted to engage with a volunteer to administer

the graphic design of this Annual report document. 
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An online registration system 

The opportunity to connect with an experienced Volunteer

Development Officer one to one to discuss volunteering opportunities

that are meaningful for them.

An opportunity to participate in a Volunteer Information Session

(online since June 2020) where the potential volunteer gets the full

overview of the how, why and where of volunteering. 

Access to an extensive database of volunteering opportunities

available across County Sligo, as well as opportunities to volunteer

remotely and from home. 

Regular newsletters and communications to keep you informed 

"I wanted to explore more options and gain more

skills so someone suggested looking at the volunteer

centre and that I could make an appointment to

speak with someone. I didn't really know what else I

wanted to do. I just knew I wanted to help out a bit

more. I made an appointment and met Riona who

was so lovely and helped me look at some options.

She made a suggestion of Foroige as they were

looking for Volunteer leaders. Riona put me in touch

with them and I went from there.’"

Teresa Conway, Foroige Volunteer. 

1 1

SECTION 3: OUR SERVICES

Potential Volunteers

We offer the following services for potential volunteers:
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A free volunteer referral service.

Promotion and advertising of available Volunteer Opportunities

through an online national database (www.i-vol.ie), through our

website www.volunteersligo.ie and through our extensive Social

media channels (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Linked In) 

Guidance and support in developing a volunteer programme &

developing volunteer roles

Training, guidance and support on all aspects of best practice in

volunteer recruitment, retention, support and management.

Networking opportunities for volunteer co-ordinators

Garda vetting training and services

1 2

SECTION 3: OUR SERVICES

Volunteer Involving Organisations

We offer the following services to Volunteer Involving

Organisations:
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"Just keep doing what you're doing:

Providing/seeking innovation, being there

for us and keeping us motivated. And make

the quizzes easier. Thank you for all your

work, much appreciated."

Attendee at our New Landscapes

Training December 2020

http://www.i-vol.ie/
http://www.volunteersligo.ie/
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22%

22%

24%

Zoom Practice
Session held with

 Attendees

1 3

2020 in numbers

567Volunteer Queries
dealt with

173
Volunteer
Opportunities
promoted to
potential
volunteers

4376
Volunteer hours

clocked up by
volunteers we

placed

123
Placements made into

Volunteer Involving
Organisations

Volunteers

726

193Engagements with
Volunteer Involving
Organisations

Referrals made to
Volunteer Involving

Organisations

8 Online networking
sessions (Volunteer

Managers Get
Togethers) held with 

 participants

10

Availed of
assistance with
COVID supports

Availed of assistance
with Volunteer
Opportunities

Availed of assistance
around training,
networking & peer
support

300

2

Garda Vetting forms
processed

New groups trained
to avail of the Garda
Vetting service

Garda vetting

2

1

Developing an
Effective Annual
report Workshop
with Carmichael
Ireland and 
 Attendees

New Landscapes
Training with 
 attendees

Training

1

2 Mentoring
sessions as part of

IT Sligo's online
Careers Fair. 

33

Volunteer involving
organisations

New Volunteer
Involving Organisations
registered bringing to           
         the total number
of Volunteer Involving
Organisations we work
with

323

Volunteer
Information

Sessions held with
attendees.

* Paused in
March 2020 due

to COVID 19

20

Core Service Delivery Highlights 2020

SECTION 3: OUR SERVICES
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32

4

8

4
Social Online Sing

Alongs to engage

with Sligo Sings

participants. 

people attended. 
16
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SECTION 4: OBJECTIVES,
ACHIEVEMENTS &
PERFORMANCE
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Commentary on the year

The year started out with a wealth of plans for events and activities – but that was not

to be. 

We began the year with one workplan and ended up with a different and evolving one

to respond to the COVID 19 pandemic.  

From March 2020, the work of the Volunteer Centre involved ever shifting priorities. As

a team we worked really hard to respond to the needs in the community at the time. As

we grappled with our own team working remotely and all that entailed, we also

adapted and pivoted to the needs that emerged.  

A large change for us was that COVID 19 meant that many regular volunteer

opportunities disappeared overnight as groups closed and shut down their volunteer

programmes. We saw a huge influx of willing volunteers that wanted to assist with

grocery shopping and isolation. The reality was that there was no route through which

to activate these potential volunteers. Many frontline groups who had to continue like

Meals on Wheels for example – wanted to maintain their current volunteer team or

operate with a skeleton team to ensure they were compliant with public health advice

and minimising people's contacts. Much of the response to shopping through the

Community Call was activated by local GAA clubs and existing networks and there was

a lot of informal community volunteering happening as well. 

For those volunteer involving organisations, whose normal activity was paused, we

noticed an increased anxiety to maintain some sort of operations or contact with their

volunteers. They were also experiencing isolation and fears for the future of their groups

and programmes. 

We will outline in the COVID 19 response section further in this report how we responded

to these needs. 

What was initially anticipated as a temporary, short term change of direction and

service has become longer than expected and so we operate in a still evolving context.
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SECTION 4: OBJECTIVES,
ACHIEVEMENTS &
PERFORMANCE
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Key Achievements & Outputs for the Reporting Period

Objective 1: To increase access to Volunteering by offering support service to

the public and VIO's

What we committed to doing:

a. Increase the overall participation in volunteering and promote the fact that

Volunteers can enhance their personal development and wellbeing.

What we did:

Communicate & Signpost: In 2020, once COVID 19 hit, the challenge for people was

to navigate the online world and find out how they could still participate. Increasing

participation was not really an option for much of the year. We increased our direct

communications to volunteer’s by 75% to communicate and signpost the needs in the

community. Our role evolved into managing expectations, communicating gaps as

they arose and presenting alternative volunteer opportunities to people – virtual

volunteering and volunteering from home. We also worked closely with the Sligo

County Council Community Call to direct and signpost people around grocery

shopping and essential needs.

Engage with Keep Well Campaign: As the immediate essential needs were met in

relation to COVID 19, the focus turned to people’s mental health and wellbeing. We

worked with the Sligo County Council led ‘Keep Well’ Campaign to ensure that

Volunteering was presented as an option for people to engage with to keep well.

People were given options to Volunteer From home on projects like assisting on

support lines, friendly call operators, contributing to the National Library archives

and crafting for shoeboxes for those in need. 
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What we committed to doing:

b. Increasing the knowledge and skills of Volunteer Involving Organisations (VIOs) to

attract, retain, lead, manage and support volunteers. 

What we did:

Facilitate Volunteer Managers Get Togethers: We normally hold 4 of these sessions

per year to facilitate networking and peer support. We increased this offering by

100% in 2020 – hosting 8 sessions online between June-December 2020. 33 groups

availed of this, with solid support shared, ideas forwarded and people working

together to overcome the new challenges they were facing. The Volunteer

Development Officers led these sessions and ensured that they responded to the

needs arising out of them, which ranged from signposting to resources, arranging

further training or just pairing people together as support to each other. 

SECTION 4: OBJECTIVES,
ACHIEVEMENTS &
PERFORMANCE

Quotations from Attendees:

"came to the session with an open mind, enjoyed the exchange/interaction" 

"some great ideas shared that I will use"

Supporting Volunteer Involving Organisations to pivot and adapt: Our Volunteer

Development officers did a lot of work with volunteer involving organisations

encouraging them to engage with volunteers in a different way while normal

activities were paused due to COVID 19. An example is encouraging organisations

like Focus Ireland and North West Simon to embrace virtual fundraising opportunities

and working with Domestic Violence Advocacy Services to develop a role for ‘Social

Media Volunteer’ to ensure that they could maximize the online reach of their

service. 
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Objective 2: Increase the Quality of Volunteering 

What we committed to doing:

a. Increase the capacity of VIOs to engage volunteers and enhance their services.

What we did:

Deliver Training: In March 2020, just before things closed down, we delivered 2

Training sessions in conjunction with Carmichael Ireland. They were on Developing

an Effective Annual Report. 32 people attended these sessions. 

Throughout the year, 2 Garda Vetting Training sessions were held and 2 mentoring

sessions as part of IT Sligo’s online Career Fair. 

From our engagement with Volunteer Involving Organisations through our VMGT’s,

we listened to their needs. Some groups wanted a session to ‘practice’ Zoom

functions – like breakout rooms, raising hands, muting and unmuting. We facilitated a

session for 4 groups.

 

In December 2020, we delivered an in-house training session called ‘New

Landscapes’ to 8 Volunteer Involving Organisations which addressed how they could

think differently about their volunteer programmes going forward. 

SECTION 4: OBJECTIVES,
ACHIEVEMENTS &
PERFORMANCE

Quotations from attendees of New Landscapes:

"Useful ideas/suggestions, common sense, well delivered, informal"

 

"I learned lots of helpful tips during the session. The idea of just giving

something a try was a great tip for me. Acknowledging that taking activities

online for the first time can be daunting was important for me. Also that when

you're doing something for the first time, it doesn't have to be perfect, but it's

better to try than to do nothing."
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What we committed to doing:

b. Work with Volunteer Ireland and the network of Volunteer Centres to promote

best practice and quality across the network.

What we did:

National Quality Committee: Manager of the Centre, Ciara Herity is the Connaught

Ulster Regional rep on the National Quality Committee. This committee meets 5

times per year and proactively addresses issues that may affect the delivery of a

quality national service. 

Supporting New Volunteer Centres and Colleagues in Roscommon: We are delighted

to have a new Volunteer Centre in Leitrim since late 2020. The Manager of Sligo

Volunteer Centre was supporting Zse Varga, Volunteer Centre Development

Manager from Volunteer Ireland to recruit the new Board of Trustees in Leitrim.

Ciara attended and spoke at Information sessions around Co. Leitrim and assisted at

interviews for the new Trustees for Leitrim Volunteer Centre. 

Throughout COVID 19 and initial lockdown period, Olivia Byrne, one of our Volunteer

Development Officers, offered intense weekly support to colleagues in Roscommon

Volunteer Information Service whose role had intensified quickly over this period. 

SECTION 4: OBJECTIVES,
ACHIEVEMENTS &
PERFORMANCE
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Objective 3: Increase Awareness of Volunteering by Marketing and Promoting

Volunteering

What we committed to doing:

a. Increased public awareness of volunteering and the activities of the volunteer

centre.

What we did:

Increased our online presence: We had a number of aims and objectives around

streamlining our online marketing and promotions for 2020. The need for this

escalated very quickly with the COVID 19 Situation. With extra resources that were

deployed as a result of COVID 19 - we took on a person for communications support

between April-Sept 2020. This allowed online operations to flow while staff

concentrated on other projects and needs due to COVID 19. 

Blogs & News Articles: We published 26 Blogs and News Articles on our website

www.volunteersligo.ie between March 2020 and December 2020. The topics varied

from signposting people to resources we found useful to, a 6 part series on

Volunteers Experiences throughout the pandemic. The aim was to show people

volunteering was still happening and there was still support available. 

Dedicated COVID 19 resources on website: We quickly saw the need to have a

section on the website for COVID 19 Resources. https://volunteersligo.ie/covid-19-

resources/ A go to for groups to have checklists for re-opening and volunteering

safely, a place where people could access the information on the Community Call

etc. This section was updated regularly, and 22% of all visitors to our site in 2020,

accessed the resources called HSE & HSA Resources and Signs for Organisations. 

Instagram Account: We set up a new Instagram Account to broaden our Social

media reach. This is something we are continuing to grow. 
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What we said we would do:

b. Increased public awareness of national campaigns and events and the national

network.  

What we did:

Promote National Volunteering Week: National Volunteering Week occurred in

September 2020. Despite only being able to operate a virtual programme of events,

we had a busy week. 
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We ran an event each weekday - ranging from online

meet up for prospective volunteers, a chair yoga

wellness event and an online event where people

from different volunteer roles came in to speak about

what volunteering meant to them. 

The highlight of the week was Thank You Tuesday - a

collaboration with Sligo Food Trail coffee shops

where the first 5 people to a number of local coffee

shops got a free coffee. It featured on RTE 6:1 News

that week and a number of local volunteers and

volunteer involving groups were featured. 



National Volunteer Ireland Awards: Our Centre promoted and publicized the

national awards locally. We were delighted there were 9 nominations - an increase

on other years. We were also delighted that there was an Awardee in Sligo in 2020.

Templeboy local Róisín Kilgannon was named a winner in the Arts, Culture and

Festivals category in the national Volunteer Ireland Awards for her commitment to

Dromore West Sings. Róisín created the concept of "Dromore West Sings", which was

for Pieta House - Róisín brought together a very large group of people to create an

amazing event for the local community of Dromore West, also the county, the

country and around the world (people were tuned in from all over the world to watch

this event taking place in a small rural village in West Sligo). Róisín managed to raise

€12,000 for Pieta House in just 2 weeks. 

We were delighted to present the Award to Róisín on behalf of Volunteer Ireland. 
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Roisin Kilgannon (2nd from Left) receiving her award and

pictured with her sister and parents.



Objective 4: Ensure the Organisation is Sustainable through Good Governance

and Management   

What we committed to doing:

a. A high quality, professional service is available to all stakeholders.

What we did:

Achieve National Quality Standard: The four year cycle of the National Quality

Standard administered by Volunteer Ireland came around again in 2020. The review

takes us through an evaluation process of all of our activities under each of the four

Core Objectives we work too. We were delighted to retain our award scoring 84%

overall. 

Increase our internal supports: The Trustees stepped up their support to the Manager

during the unprecedented COVID 19 period. Weekly support meetings were put in

place and this ensured that the Manager could stay focused and also led to a route

for troubleshooting as well as ensuring the organisation could make decisions and

respond to the evolving crisis in a timely and transparent manner.

What we said we would do:

b. Effective and transparent governance within the organisation.

What we did:

Increase mark in Good Governance Awards Annual Report Section: We first entered

the Good Governance Awards process in 2019, winning an award that year for Best

Governance initiative in our category. That year we also entered the Annual Reports

Category and scored 36%. We set an aim to increase this mark the following year.

We entered in 2020 and got a score of 64%. 

We aim to increase this again in 2021. It is important to us that we are telling 

the story of our organisation as best we can. 
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Declare Compliance with the Charities Regulator Governance Code: Our Trustees

have spearheaded this journey for a number of years now and we are delighted to

declare compliance with the Code in October 2020. 

Ongoing Compliance Work: As part of our review for the Code, it was felt that our

Constitution should be updated and modernised. Our revised Constitution was 

 submitted to the Charities Regulator in November 2020. We are awaiting final

confirmation on acceptance of this at the time of writing this report.  
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From Mid March 2020, our ‘normal’ service was paused. Along with everyone else -

we grappled with what COVID-19 meant for us. The impact was immediate, with

many not for profit groups closing overnight and pausing their volunteer

programmes. On the other hand, those not for profit groups involved in more

frontline services, were all hands on deck ensuring that the needs of vulnerable

‘cocooners’ were met. 

Another challenge was that many active volunteers were now being asked to

‘cocoon’ and stay at home. Services who worked with vulnerable people were

anxious about their team of volunteers becoming ill and unavailable. 

Once we had our own staff comfortable and safe working from home, and

established our own processes and procedures as to how to work, we turned our

attention to how we could help. Here are some of the ways that we responded to

COVID 19 locally and nationally. 

4460

10 24

36

19

Volunteers donated a huge
range of brand new items to
CRITICALL Domestic Violence
collection. A sample of what we
received: 45 Personal Hygiene
packs; 20 Duvets; 20 Duvet
cover sets; 25 towel bales; 20
packs of nappies; 2 Baby Baths;
2 Kettles; 2 Toasters; 1
Microwave.
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COVID 19 Response

2 4

Frontline Groups
supported to establish
Reserve Panels with 45
referrals between them

Volunteers ticked the
option to offer COVID 19

support in their
community

Volunteers on 2 Expert
Panels – one Technical
Support and one Grant

Writing Support

Volunteers actively
engaged in writing letters

to local Nursing home
residents.

Sligo COVID 19
Community

Response meetings



What we did for Volunteer Involving Organisations:
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Reserve Panels: Initially the focus

was on those groups who were still

operating and needed assistance.

In response to the need to plan and

face the unknown, we supported

groups to put ‘Reserve Panels’ in

place. We supported 4 local groups

(2 Meals on Wheels Services; A

homeless hostel and the Irish

WheelChair Association) to

implement these panels and

referred 45 Volunteers between

them who were all ready to go if

needed. 

Expert Panels: We identified that groups we were talking to were struggling with

technical issues from having to move everything online and also with expertise and

time around accessing the series of grants that became available to Front line

groups. We established two expert panels - one for each issue - to have people

available and ready to pair with groups when needed. We had 3 people available to

support groups with technical queries. Support was given to Ballymote Family

Resource Centre and Sligo Lend a Hand. We had 7 volunteers on the panel to assist

with Grant Writing. The Order of Malta and Leitrim Calling were supported in this

regard. 

Offer an Enhanced Referral Service: The Irish Cancer Society approached the

network of Volunteer Centres looking for Volunteer Drivers around the Country very

urgently. They requested the Centres to go beyond our normal service and fully

screen these volunteers - processing application forms and reference checking. The

Volunteer Development Team in Sligo Volunteer Centre recruited and fully

processed 10 applications in 2 days. 

"Honestly at the start it was during the first

lockdown, so it was really nice to get beyond

the 2km limit from home. I'm really happy to

help a local organisation like Meals on Wheels

that are a valuable resource for the

community.’"

Mel Gavin – Meals on Wheels Reserve

volunteer
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Other roles: The Volunteer Development Team offered huge support to another

number of local organisations who were recruiting volunteers at the time. Connected

While Apart - offering an online mental health service - were supported through

setting up their programme and were directed over 100 volunteers from the network

of centres. 70 subsequently went through the process. The local Friendly Call service

was also in need of new volunteers and were directed 19 volunteers throughout the

period. Services like Big Brother Big Sister who run an Autism specific programme -

were also directed volunteers over the period as they were still recruiting for online

programmes. 
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"I cannot imagine how on this earth we would have

managed without the Sligo Volunteer Centre team.

They have been a one stop shop for our recruitment

of over 90 volunteers, who are presently beginning

training. The quality of the volunteers has matched

the excellence of the service and advice we have

received."

Hugh Myles, Connected While Apart

Letter Writing: With the lockdown impacting

visits to nursing home residents, we developed

a role with one of the local Nursing Homes to

receive letters and packages from members

of the general public. People really wanted to

help others at this time, but restrictions meant

they couldn’t be out and about. This role has

been really popular with people. 54

volunteers have engaged with it and 24 are

actively writing to nursing home residents. 

"Thank you for the project participation

for the nursing home. It was a great

success."

Heather Johnston, Director of Nursing,

Mowlam Nursing Home. 

What we did to support members of the general public: 



CRITICALL: Unfortunately, Domestic Violence was a very prominent issue during

lockdown. Our colleagues in Dublin, Cork and Louth had partnered with local

Domestic Violence services to run collections of items that were needed for women

and children emerging from Domestic Violence Situations. We approached the

Domestic Violence Advisory Service for Sligo, Leitrim and West Cavan, and

CRITICALL Sligo was launched. We got an exact inventory of needs which would kit

out the 3 local Safe houses. We established a drop off point with a very supportive

local business called Anderson's Bar & Grill. We published the need to our database

and people committed to drop off particular items. We were overwhelmed by the

support of the general public as well as the Divisional Protective Services Unit in

Sligo Garda Station. All items on the inventory were fulfilled - this ranged from

bedding, towels, hygiene items, vouchers for supermarkets, electrical household

items and children’s toys and books. 36 volunteers made these donations across the

day. 
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"‘On behalf of the women and children

who will have these beautiful things

around them at Christmas in our safe

houses, can I say a very big Thank you"

Carmel McNamee, Manager DVAS

Sligo
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Advice around Garda Vetting Community Call Volunteers

Processed Garda Vetting for Community Call Volunteers

Supported set up of a volunteer Dog Walking role with Sligo Lend a Hand

Developed ‘Support Sheets’ along with Sligo PPN on volunteering safely during

COVID 19.  

Dealt with and signposted bespoke requests around Meals on Wheels 

Worked with local community Gardai to find a solution for a visually impaired

lady to get a volunteer to walk her guide dog.

What we did to support local response structures:

Sligo COVID 19 Community Response Forum: Led by Sligo County Council, the

structure of the Forum included input from many local agencies. Sligo Volunteer

Centre Manager attended 19 meetings which were held weekly between April-July

and less frequently after that. Sligo Volunteer Centre advised and inputted on the

following:

Supported Community Reopening: Sligo Volunteer Centre participated in a

working group with Sligo County Council, Sligo LEADER Partnership and Sligo PPN to

find solutions for community groups looking for advice to re-open. A course called

‘Ready and Able’ was procured by Sligo LEADER Partnership and was attended by

60+ groups.

What we did to support National structures:

National Joint Executive: Sligo Volunteer Centre Manager, Ciara Herity, sat as the

Regional rep on the National Joint Executive between the network of Volunteer

Centres and Volunteer Ireland. This structure went from meeting approx 5 times per

year to meeting online once a week between April-June. The role was to keep the

channels of communication open between the regions, to advise and inform and

input on directives coming from DRCD, or other bodies who were making requests of

Volunteer Ireland and foster a spirit of collaboration amongst the centres. 
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The staff of Sligo Volunteer Centre are active participants on national forums and

working groups. 

National Volunteering Strategy: The beginning of 2020 saw a consultation on the

Draft National Volunteering Strategy being led by Sligo Volunteer Centre staff.

There were 28 attendees and a robust input into the Draft strategy. The input was

compiled and submitted by Sligo Volunteer Centre. One of our past volunteers and

Trustees - Ms. Shupai Matewa features in the National Strategy document, where

her story on volunteering as an Asylum Seeker is outlined. We were delighted to have

the launch of the final strategy in December 2020 and look forward to continued

input into its delivery. 

All Staff of Sligo Volunteer Centre took on a role across various Working Groups

which were looking at Planning for the Future of Volunteer Centres services. 
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From L-R: Riona Rochford, Olivia Byrne,

Ciara Herity and Maria Walsh. 

MEP Visit: Sligo Volunteer Centre felt it

was important to connect with our local

MEPs as some were new to the role and

somewhat unfamiliar with the Volunteer

Centre structure. We always had a very

supportive MEP in Marian Harkin, who

retired from this role. We made contact

with Maria Walsh MEP and were delighted

to host her in our Centre in February

2020. We discussed the importance of

volunteering, the role of volunteering in

European Civil society and how we could

work together. 
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National Work 



We have 315 Volunteer Involving Organisations in Sligo that we work with. We also

support many national charities and groups who are based outside Sligo, but have

active volunteer programmes with active local volunteers. Our services are open to

any Not For Profit Group.

 

Our service for prospective volunteers is open to all. People have different

motivations for volunteering and we deal with a wide range of the community.

Prospective volunteers are from all walks of life and in 2020 included students,

referrals from mental health services, refugee and asylum seekers, people relocating

to Sligo from other parts of the country, retirees, stay at home parents, professionals

who want to give some time to the community and so on. 

A snapshot of our beneficiaries in 2020:

68% 32%

53% 41% 6%

13%

33%

29%

21%

4%

Beneficiaries
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Gender

New to Volunteering

had never

volunteered before

had volunteered

before

didn't say

Age Profile

18-22

23-35

36-49

50-64

Didn't

state age
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Increased number of people wishing to volunteer, but very little options to direct

them to

Many not for profit groups not operating or running volunteer programmes

Difficulty to maintain service level while staff operate remotely

Adapting to support the new needs around us

Maintaining communications amongst the team and with the Trustees in the fast

paced ever changing environment at the beginning of COVID 19. 

Many of the Challenges that we faced in 2020 were as a result of COVID 19. They

included:

Many of the Challenges faced in 2020 will be with us for a while and will impact our

future planning. 

Challenges & Future Plans
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Going into 2021 our focus will include:

Building Back Better: This time has allowed us some space to re-evaluate our

service. The challenges that COVID presented opened up some new opportunities

too. There was a lot of online engagement with people, for whom physically coming

into our service may have been challenging. We hope to retain some of these

supports that worked as well as return to our usual services. 

 

Supporting Communities to re-open: We will all look forward to when the majority of

charities and services can get back to full steam. There will be significant challenges

for many in terms of their volunteer programme. They will have extra considerations

around how to involve volunteers safely and we will aim to support our beneficiaries

with this. 
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Re-invigorate volunteering and its value: Over the period of COVID restrictions and

lockdowns, some volunteers will have decided it is time to retire & some people may

feel unsafe volunteering again. People in leadership roles may find it too challenging

to think of returning. We feel it is an opportune time to show people the value of

connecting with their communities again and to show the value of volunteering once

more. 

 

Roll out of the National Volunteering Strategy: We are excited to have the National

Volunteering Strategy in place and are ready to work on deliverables at local level

that will benefit the communities that we work with. 
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SECTION 5: FINANCES
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